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1

Welcome
Darren Lloyd welcomed everyone to the meeting.
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Minutes of last meeting
Minutes of the SDG meeting held on 17 June 2021, having been circulated, were agreed
and signed off (virtually) by DL.
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Finance
With DG absent from the meeting, Taylor Alden presented the current budget report. This
is within the budget allocated for the year.
Steel Window Association April 2021 - March 2022
Monthly
Expenditure
PR Fee

Product
profiles

Media
Cuttings

Media release
distribution

Misc

Summary

April

£1,058.33

£525.00

£100.00

£50.00

May

£1,058.33

£728.00

£105.00

£50.00

£150.00

£2,019.33

June

£1,058.33

£550.00

£50.00

£150.00

£1,808.33

July

£1,143.00

£555.00

£100.00

£150.00

£2,097.50

August

£1,143.00

£864.00

£2,200.00

September

£1,143.00

£300.00

£1,443.00

£6,603.99

£3,727.00

£149.50

£1,733.33

October
November
December
January
February
March
Summary

£627.50

£350.00

£450.00

£11,758.49
1

Budget £22,500
PR fee - £13,461 pa
£817 pcm for Product profiles, media distribution and cuttings
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Taylor Alden (TA)
Taylor Alden went through the marketing programme report below.
TA want to give social media a more personalised image. Members are to be encouraged
to send through “we are working on this contract…” for TA to create social media posts, to
encourage prospective members by noticing all the work won by SWA members. TA will
send out a prescriptive email detailing what members need to send e.g. workshop
photographs of windows being welded, location photographs of windows being glazed, etc.
The SWA (via TA) already follows key architects on social media channels. Further
architects and designers will be followed, along with steel window companies that are not
yet SWA members. Members will also be asked for favourite architects and designers for
TA to add.

TA

TA

AR referred to heritage magazines that would be a good source of research for individual
companies and for SWA membership recruitment exercises. TA will send links to these to
all members.

TA

The new website will contain a case study form that members can fill in online. Instructions
on how to do this will be sent out by TA as part of a newsletter.

TA

The first of the “meet a member” releases has been done with Govette. DL asked what the
red amount on the report was for. TA explained that, as previously agreed, these are
additional to the number already in the programme so a nominal charge is to be made for
interviewing the member and writing these.
The website launch release has been written and will be issued on Monday if the launch
goes to plan (no problems foreseen!).
We are now ready to publicise the fire rating achievement. TA will interview NB.
A second associate member release will be done when we have another new associate
member. KB confirmed we will be pushing on with recruitment once the website is
launched and members have provided a list of suppliers that can be approached.
The Specifiers’ Guide will also be re-written once the website is complete and then the fact
sheets. TA will be issuing a release on these when available with a link to the website.
Dropbox – this is now a very valuable marketing resource as it has been populated by
some member companies as part of the website project. Each member company has its
own section on the Dropbox and those still to upload photographs will be approached again
by TA.

TA

TA/NB

C/F

C/F

TA

There has been a downturn in website activity but this is seasonal and probably reflects the
opening up of holiday destinations since the easing of Covid restrictions! The relaunch of
the website will see an increase in traffic.
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Website Report
KB presented the new website and navigated through the pages.
favourable.

The feedback was

TA asked KB to identify five products/services from the new website that TA can produce
media content on. These will be added to TA’s programme.

KB

The W30 drawing on the new website was queried. KB will have this removed.

KB

The proposed launch date for the website is Monday 11 October. MG has asked all
members to review and send her feedback and is sending amendments to the web
designer as received. Log-in details will be sent to members for the members’ section of
the website as soon as MG receives them from the web designer.
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MG

Specifiers’ Guide
This will be re-done once the website is launched. The web developer has been asked for
a price.
Fact sheets with also be done in line with the new Specifiers’ Guide and to take account of
changing building specifications.
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Membership
Having asked Perla at the last meeting what they wanted from SWA membership as a new
member, KB asked what existing members get from membership. Responses below:
DL (Govette) – Product development would be prohibitive for most companies on basis of
cost and time investments. Spreading the work, the cost of testing and being able to share
the technical expertise of industry colleagues is invaluable.
JB (SWF) – As a supplier of ironmongery for steel windows and doors, SWA members are
either SWF’s customers are part of an industry that SWF is involved in. Attending
meetings gives SWF access to a group of customers in one go and enables SWF to find
out what the industry and the end user wants.
MG has asked Council members for supplier lists so prospective associate members can
be canvassed. No responses received. Will be mentioned again in Council.
KB (ASWS) – As a non-manufacturing member, SWA membership keeps ASWS apprised
of new advances in technology. The publicity opportunities offered by the SWA is also a
major benefit.
DN (NSB) – NSB joined the SWA many years ago because at the time architects would
only accept quotations for projects from SWA members.
Recruitment will be stepped up as part of the marketing programme and the re-brand when
the new website and logo are launched.
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Next meeting
9 December 2021, followed by Christmas lunch. Venue TBC.
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MG

Any other business
NV asked why Janisol Arte is not featured on the website. DL explained that none of the
other members use Schueco systems, preferring hot-rolled sections. JB explained that this
7

tends to be a European system and Schueco are very restrictive in allowing modifications.
KB raised the issue of L10 documentation stating requirement for Crittall windows. He
asked how the SWA would be able to get specified on the L10 rather than a SWA member
having to explain Crittall is a brand and not a product. DL said the SWA had previously
tried to get on NBS but it seems they are now a marketing platform and are more
interested in charging. It was agreed that a SWA headed sheet saying we are not Crittall
but this is our offering. KB will raise this at Council and see if omething can be put
together.
There being no other business DL closed the meeting.
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